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GLOSSARY
AIL

Airborne Instruments Laboratory

AIP

Aeronautical Information Publication

ATC

Air Traffic Control

BAA

British Airports Authority

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

MTOW

Maximum Take-Off Weight

IATA

International Air Transport Association

IFR

Instrumental Flight Rules

ILS

Instrumental Landing System

IMC

Instrumental Meteorological Conditions

LF

Load Factor

MQT

Maximum Queue Time

OAG

Official Airline Guide

PHP

Peak Hour Passengers

PVC

Poor Visibility Conditions

TAAM

Total Airspace and Airport Modeler

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VMC

Visual Meteorological Conditions
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AIM OF THE PROJECT
The aim of this study is to determine and analyze the constraining component of each of
the airports in a determined network of airports, calculate the maximum capacity which
these airports offer, and afterwards the representation of the whole capacity of the
network chosen.
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SCOPE
In this section the contents of the study are to be clarified, and areas covered and the
depth of them will be highlighted.
•

Background
The concept of capacity is briefly discussed to ensure its correct understanding.
Four of the main programs used to simulate and analyze the capacity are
presented without providing neither examples nor in-depth description of their
operation.
A general overview of the airport system is given.

•

Study Case: Airside capacity
The only component to be studied in airside capacity is the runway. The study of
the stands in the apron is allocated to landside capacity due to the methodology
used to estimate it.
The same percentage of arrivals and departures are going to be assumed.
No touch and go operations are taken into account (only commercial flights in
the study).
Air limitations are not considered, and no differentiation amid category
approach facilities is done.
Taxiways will be supposed not to be a limiting component in this project.

•

Study Case: Landside capacity
Components included in the landside analysis will be aircraft parking positions
and gates, check-in desks, waiting area, baggage claim belts and terminal curb.
-Aircraft parking positions and gates
Aircraft stands will be assigned to aircrafts by their dimensions.
Only parking positions used by commercial aircrafts are going to be considered.
Turnaround times will only be linked to the destinations of the flights.
-Check-in desks
Business passengers have not been added to the check-in capacity calculations
due to the type of airlines operating in the airports.
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-Waiting area
An estimation of the waiting area of each airport is going to be achieved by
calculating the building area from an aerial view of the airport and only
considering the area that passengers have before boarding and after security
screening process.
-Baggage claim
A ratio of delivered bags per minute for each baggage belt is going to be
considered, and no other handling related factors are going to be taken into
account.
-Terminal curb
The terminal curb length and distribution is going to be estimated from an aerial
view of the airport.
No individual studies of mean of transport using behaviours are going to be
performed. A general distribution of the means of transport used will be
assumed instead.
•

Practical study on a network of airports
The network will be defined by some hypotheses which reduce to seventeen the
number of airports studied.
The only criteria to set the maximum capacity of each airport will be the
capacity of its constraining component. The current or future demand of
passengers in each airport will not be linked to this project.
No further investigation is going to be performed to verify the matching of the
results in component restriction with real situations in the airports in study.
Future capacities of the airports with the improvement of its restricting
components are predicted, but no proposals to achieve these improvements are
exposed in the present report.
A qualitative study of the design of the extreme components has been
developed to highlight the over-sizing of some of them.

•

Current peak hour
Only runway component peak hour passengers are going to be considered.
Flights are gathered in fifteen time frame periods.
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•

Network capacity representation
Two different representations have been performed to show the results of the
study of the network, the maximum hourly passengers and the annual
maximum passengers.
Each of the two areas which define an airport will be delimited by eight points
located in cities distributed in all directions from the airport.
The distance of these cities will be obtained using the criteria of distance
covered in one or two hour travel by car from the airport location.
No detailed maps in scale are going to be exposed but a general overview with
zoom areas.

•

Environmental study
No environmental study has been carried out in this report since any direct
implication with environmental aspects concerns the aim of this study.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, airports play an essential role in the development and expansion of cities,
regions and countries all over the world. They are the most important indicator of
tourism movements among countries, involving passenger flow and demographic
growth in their surroundings.
Airports not only become a gateway to a city becoming the sweet that attracts and
retains corporations, but also connect this city to national and international markets
through air transportation. Besides, air transport is a unique mode with no satisfactory
substitute, especially in terms of distance covered and time saved.
These business hubs are economic engines which reflect the health of the communities
they represent. Moreover, entire suburbs and even cities are being built around airports
in a phenomenon known as aerotropolis. These aerotropolis create employ to entire
families whose prosperity is linked to the future of the airport.
All these qualities that an airport has suppose a basic issue of local authorities and
airport managers to maintain or even improve its efficiency, functionality and
promotion. The main limitation an airport will have will be its capacity, based on its
present infrastructures and management procedures.
The basis of this project is precisely the study of this index of potential growth of the
airports, based on the restrictions that each component adds to the total capacity of the
airport. In fact, the component of the airport with less capacity will set the total airport
hourly capacity, independently of the capacity of the other components. An ideal airport
should have the same maximum capacity in all of its components, since the collapse of
the airport will come altogether and would mean that it is not oversized in any of its
components.
The structure of the report will consist on a brief introduction to the topic in the
Background section, followed by the Study Case chapter which begins with a conceptual
analysis of both the airside and landside capacity in the two first subsections, then a
practical application in airports in United Kingdom and Ireland and afterwards a final
subsection which shows the network capacity representation. To close the report, the
main conclusions of the study are exposed and some future steps regarding this topic
are proposed.
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BACKGROUND
Definition of capacity
Until the early 1970s, considerations of runway capacity were based on models
developed in the early 1960s by the Airborne Instruments Laboratory. Although these
models are obsolete, it is important to be aware of their definition of capacity, as these
models were widely adopted. The AIL defined practical runway capacity as “the number
of aircraft operations during a specific time interval corresponding to a tolerable level of
average delay”.
This definition of capacity, however, is unsatisfactory in the sense that delay and
capacity are not to be mixed. It assumes a “tolerable” delay, clearly arbitrary, which
sometimes leads to apparent anomalies such as airport frequently operating over
capacity, with “intolerable” delays.
In 1973, the FAA performed a modern analysis of runway capacity, in which the
following definition of hourly capacity was considered: “Capacity is the maximum
number of aircraft operations that an airfield can accommodate during an hour when
there is a continuous demand for service”. In this definition, capacity is unaffected by
the level of delay being experienced, it is only a service rate in the hypothesis of
maximum usage of facilities, and thus in congested periods.
The principal measure of capacity is the service volume, which is the number of
passengers that can be accommodated by a functional component or group of
components at a given service level given the demand placed on that component. In
components where passengers’ processing takes place, such as the security screening,
service volume may be measured as a rate (passengers per unit of time). Components
regarding passengers waiting or standing up in queues, service volume may be
measured as the number of passengers accommodated at any given time. Nevertheless,
in the present project an hourly volume of passengers is going to be used as a measure
of capacity, assuming maximum passenger demand during this period of time. This
capacity measurement is chosen because maximum capacity of an airport should be
given in certain short time periods, an hour for instance, and would not be realistic to
consider one year constant maximum demand.
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Software
There are several programs which could be used to simulate and analyze the capacity of
a single airport. None of them is going to be used in this report due to the high amount
and specific input data required and the time spent by these programs to be run.
Moreover, a first and not so precise estimation of each component capacity is
demanded, as the importance of the project is given to the posterior study and
comparison of the network the airports form. In any case, a brief presentation of the
available software with high level of detail simulations is going to be exposed.
•

TAAM (Total Airspace and Airport Modeler). Provides facilities to customize the
modeled airports and airspace. TAAM can be configured to assess the
performance of an airport under various operating scenarios.

•

SIMMOD. Can simulate in detail from a full individual airport to a regional
volume in space, and its principal outputs are aircrafts travel times, flows and
throughput capacity per unit of time, delays and fuel consumption.

•

The Airport Machine. Simulate in detail all aspects of airfield operations, with
flows and throughput capacity in the airfield per unit of time and delays as
principal outputs.

•

HERMES. Parallel runway capacity evaluation tool, emphasized on runway
operations and with its main output being average delays.
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The airport system
An airport may be divided into two parts: the airside (runways, taxiways and air traffic
control systems used by aircraft and pilots) and the landside (aircraft parking positions
and gates, terminal buildings, baggage services, access roadways and automobile
parking structures used by passengers).
Airside includes the facilities and services used by aircrafts to transport passengers and
cargo. Passengers are in fact part of the airside while they are on board and making no
demands on landside facilities (although the aircraft itself is still parked and therefore on
the landside). Capacity problems may occur in either airside or landside facilities and
services. A functional view of an airport can be seen on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Functional view of an airport. Source:[22]
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STUDY CASE
As mentioned before, the project will divide the components in study amongst airside
and landside area. The whole process of a departing or arriving passenger to an airport
involve several components, some of them being optional or adapted to the flying
requirements of each passenger, and some other compulsory for the whole crew. From
all the components, which of course any of them can produce the collapse of the
airport, this report is going to be centred on six as have been considered to be involved
in the most important steps of a passenger inside the airport property.

Airside capacity
In terms of airside capacity, this report will include the analysis of runways. Taxiway
component is removed from the study since the analyzed airports are mainly single
runway airports, with full length parallel taxiway and several exit taxiways. In any case,
taxiway component will be considered no to limit the capacity of the airports in the
current study.
Parking stands, despite being a component more linked to airside, will be assigned to
landside capacity due to the fact that the methodology applied is more linked to
facilities in landside area.
Runway
The runway (or runways) of an airport, which is the strip of land designed for the most
critical operations of aircrafts, take-off and land, is the most important component of
the airport. Since being the biggest component, at least the longest one, it determines
the extension of the airport and sometimes makes it impossible to be enlarged, so
capacity might be eventually constrained by this maximum number of runways
constructible.
Runway component involves both the landing surface and those portions of the
approach and departure paths used in common by all aircrafts.
Capacity in the runway component is affected by some factors such as availability of exit
taxiways (especially those of high speed exits, which help to reduce runway occupancy
times), aircraft type and performance, traffic mix, Air Traffic Control procedures, wake
vortex constrains, weather conditions (VMC or IMC) or mode operation if more than one
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runway is available. At night, noise restrictions and airport operating hours limit the
number of operations per hour, constraining the total of flights available for airlines.
In the sense of this study, runway length will be also important due to the fact that total
number of passengers is predicted, and with more runway length bigger aircraft with
higher capacity could operate in that airport, and so increase the maximum served
passengers.
Practical analysis
The study of the runway component is going to be performed using the FAA procedure.
Although it is a method thought to be used in US airports, results have been found to be
optimistic in European airports, which means that at least the capacity obtained will be
ensured for UK and Irish airports chosen in the practical study because they accomplish
with FAA hypotheses. Furthermore, it is considered to be an easy method based on
graphics with reliable results and generally used by airport operators.
As mentioned before, some hypotheses are applied using this method:
-Percentage of arrivals equals percentage of departures.
-There is a full-length parallel taxiway and no taxiway crossing problems.
-No airspace limitations which would adversely impact flight operations are set.
-ILS is present on at least one runway with the necessary air traffic control services to
carry out operations in a radar environment.
In addition to these assumptions, no touch and go operations are going to be considered
in this study case, as the goal of this project is to analyze the peak hour in commercial
flights, and training operations are not taken into account.
When full-length parallel taxiway assumption could not be made, a particular study of
the airport case operation will be made, and runway capacity restrictions will be applied
conveniently.
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Input data:
•

Runway/s configuration

•

% class C1 and D aircrafts

•

Exit taxiway locations (metres)

Output data:
•

Maximum capacity of runway/s (operations/hour)

The first step implies identifying one of the 102 runway use configurations shown in the
FAA Advisory Circular [7]. IFR are going to be assumed in all airports of this study.
The hourly capacity is determined by Equation 1.
ܧ × ܶ × ∗ ܥ = ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿ ݕ݈ݎݑܪ
Equation 1

“C*” is the hourly capacity base. The runway use configuration will indicate which figure
is to be used (figures used in this study could be noticed in Appendix II, and will be
referenced when appropriate). Entering the mix index, which is defined by Equation 2,
and assuming the same number of arrivals and departures as mentioned in the
hypotheses, a value for C* can be reached.
( = ݔ݁݀݊݅ ݔ݅ܯ%݈ܿܽ )ݏݐ݂ܽݎܿݎ݅ܽ ܥ ݏݏ+ 3 × (%݈ܿܽ)ݏݐ݂ܽݎܿݎ݅ܽ ܦ ݏݏ
Equation 2

“E” factor, which stands for exit factor, will be also available in Tables 3-5 in the
Appendix II and can be obtained once the mix index is calculated and the number of
exits and distribution of them over the runway length (from the threshold at the
approach end of the runway) is known. 50% of arrivals are assumed.
The touch and go factor, “T”, is acquired by assuming a 0% of touch and go operations (it
is one of the hypotheses) and with IFR conditions it will always have a value of 1.

1

Table 2 in Appendix II shows the characteristics (MTOW and engines) of aircraft classes.
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Landside capacity
Landside capacity depends on the type, size, configuration and condition of these
facilities and how they are staffed, operated and regulated, although a general
functioning behaviour will be assumed for these last topics.
For this project, the airport landside is defined to include all facilities and services
associated with an air passenger’ ground-based journey from trip origin to the aircraft
and from the aircraft to the destination of the journey, both beginning and ending in the
terminal curb of each airport. The landside capacity study will include parking position
and gates, terminal curb, check-in desks, waiting areas and baggage claim.
Aircraft Parking Positions and Gates
In the apron area of the airports there are some kinds of envelopes painted in the
ground. These envelopes are the stands for the aircrafts, their parking positions, and
since aircrafts have several dimensions these stands are each one painted to
accommodate a certain type of aircraft. Once the aircraft has stopped inside the stand,
it can be loaded or unloaded with passengers, baggage or freight, or it can be served by
handling facilities.
In some airports, these stands are equipped with gates through which passengers can
board the aircraft. When there is no special finger (airbridge) that could route the
passenger to the gate of the terminal building, they can reach the terminal gate carried
by transporter vehicles or on walk.
To understand the operation of aircraft parking positions and gates, an overview of the
factors influencing their service level and capacity must be done. It is assumed that the
number of parking positions and their physical layout will control the total number of
aircraft per gate at one time, but it also has to be taken into account that hardstands
and apron parking could be used in critical moments of overcapacity.
Flight characteristics such as destination/procedure, capacity of the aircraft and even
service level of the handling facilities determine the number of flights that a stand or a
gate can accommodate. These characteristics set the gate turnaround time, which could
last from 25 minutes for short-range flights up to 120 minutes for a long-range
international flight. Moreover, after the deplaning aircraft has departed, handling crew
need a few time to prepare the parking position to accommodate the next arrival.
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Over the course of an entire operating day, scheduled arrivals and departures, airline
ground handling operations, weather conditions and other component delays determine
the average number of operations a type of gate can serve.
When demand is near the maximum gate or stand capacity, one major problem we
could find is that the aircraft position which an airplane is assigned to stop in is already
full, so the aircraft would have to wait for it to be vacated by the departing flight, and so
produce taxiway or apron congestion. Another source of capacity constraining could be
due to the apron area designed for aircraft manoeuvre and how easy is for the aircraft
to reach the parking position.
However, as the aim of this study is to analyze the maximum capacity of each
component with its maximum availability to allocate flights, only the peak-hour demand
is going to be considered, during sun light but without hardstands and apron parking
because they are thought to have other uses in usual operating conditions.
Practical analysis
Input data:
•

% widebody aircrafts

•

% non-widebody aircrafts

•

Turnaround time for widebody aircrafts (minutes)

•

Turnaround time for non-widebody aircrafts (minutes)

•

Number of gates/parking positions

Output data:
•

Maximum

hourly

capacity

of

gates

or

parking

positions

(operations/hour)
The FAA methodology [7] is going to be used due to its low difficulty and fast procedure,
as it is based on the configuration of the apron and the knowledge of the airport
facilities which are easy to find in the AIP of the airport or in its web page, and the good
and reasonable results it offers.
Different elements are going to be analyzed depending on the gates and parking stands
characteristics of each airport. In small airports, for instance, where there are no fingers
to connect the aircraft to the gate or where most stands are remote parking positions,
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the gate analysis is going to be focused in the stand capacity. The explanation is that in
the terminal building one single gate with no finger can accommodate up to four
operations at the same time, as the corridors can be divided by belts and form two
corridors, and then there can be two separated stairs, ramps or mechanical stairs
carrying the passengers to different sidewalk locations where they can be transported to
the aircraft. For this reason, an average of possible gates is going to be considered by
taking into account building gates, fingers and stand positions. This choice between
gates or stand positions in each airport is carried out to improve the FAA method, as the
author considers that European airports proceed in a different way to big long-haul US
airports for which the method described is thought.
Once the average number of gates is obtained, a relatively simple technique using
graphic tables published by FAA is going to be performed. Each gate must be classified in
one of the seven different types of gate/parking dimensions, which allocate different
aircraft sizes (maximum dimensions for each type of stand position can be seen in Table
6 of the Appendix II). It is going to be considered that only gate types I, II and III can
accommodate widebody aircrafts.
Studying the fleet using the current scheduled flights, a percentage of widebody and
non-widebody aircrafts using the parking facilities can be deduced, and is going to be
maintained in order to predict the maximum capacity of the facilities available. The gate
mix can be then calculated, as it is the percentage of non-widebody aircraft using each
gate group. In addition to the gate mix, an average turnaround time can also be
determined from the fleet operating in the studied airport (some turnaround times can
be found in [10]). The gate occupancy ratio “R” can be calculated using Equation 3.

ܴ=

ݐ݂ܽݎܿݎ݅ܽ ݕܾ݀݁݀݅ݓ ݎ݂ ݁݉݅ݐ ݀݊ݑݎܽ݊ݎݑݐ ݁݃ܽݎ݁ݒܣ
 ݊݊ ݎ݂ ݁݉݅ݐ ݀݊ݑݎܽ݊ݎݑݐ ݁݃ܽݎ݁ݒܣ− ݐ݂ܽݎܿݎ݅ܽ ݕܾ݀݁݀݅ݓ
Equation 3

Finally, the Gate Hourly Capacity (operations/hour) can be obtained with Equation 4,
where S and G*, which stand for Gate Size Factor and Hourly Gate Capacity Base
respectively, can be found in the FAA Figures 5-8 in the Appendix II, and N is the number
of gates.
ܰ × ܵ × ∗ ܩ = ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܥ ݕ݈ݎݑܪ ݁ݐܽܩ
Equation 4
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Check-in desks
The first component you have to pass through once you have entered into the terminal
building is the check-in desk, unless you have checked-in online.
The baggage check-in component begins when the passenger enters the queue for
checking in a certain desk, and ends once the passenger has left the baggage in the belt
and owns the boarding pass.
It is the responsibility of each airline to manage its queues and how it divides its check-in
desks for business class and tourist class baggage check-in. Sometimes a single queue is
generated to feed more than one check-in desk, and when arriving to the desks this
queue is spread in more than one. The crowding and waiting time due to the
management of these queues, and so the service level offered, is under each airline’s
responsibility.
Apart from individual airline service standards, waiting time in check-in component is
attributable to handling operators skills in check-in tasks, passenger demand due to
several scheduled departing flights, aircraft capacities, load factors or flight destination
(holiday flights are assumed to transport more baggage pieces than bussiness flights).
A presentation curve is a good estimator of in which measure some of the described
factors affect the check-in process. A presentation curve shows the distribution of
passengers’ arrival time at the airport. This curve is different for each airport, and even
for each kind of flight. An example of a presentation curve can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2:: Typical presentation curve at the check-in
check in desk. Source: own eleboration

Peak period demand could rise when groups of passengers arrive from airport bus or
train connection from the nearest town, especially in well communicated airports or
airports with high parking fares.
Increasing use of advanced ticketing and seat assignment has raised the percentage of
passengers bypassing the baggage check-in,
check in, so a proportional part of these passengers is
going to be deducted due to those
tho new-age behaviours (in fact, the study is applied to
Ryanair and EasyJet airports in the UK and Ireland).
Practical analysis
After the analysis of different methods used to predict the maximum capacity of checkcheck
in desks, it has been noticed that the same procedure
procedure is being followed by all authors,
only changing some hypotheses which merely
ly affect the final treatment of the values
obtained or the considered processing time to attend each passenger by check-in
check
handling facilities.
The methodology chosen is the inverse mode of the IATA method to predict the number
of check-in
in desks since the desire of the project is to determine the maximum capacity
with the existent facilities, and not the check-in
check in desks needed for a certain number of
peak-hour
hour passengers. This method has the peculiarity that distinguishes
istinguishes among type of
flight operated (domestic, Schengen
Schengen or international) and divides passengers in
economy class and business class, although attending to the studied airports and airlines
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operating there (mainly low cost companies) business class passengers are not going to
be considered in the current study. Some modifications of the IATA method are going to
be applied and will be clearly specified in the description of the analysis performed
below.
Input data:
•

Number of check-in desks

•

Type of flights (Domestic/Schengen/Long range International)

Output data:
•

Maximum capacity of check-in desks (departing passengers/hour)

From the equation of IATA to determine the number of desks (Equation 5), where PTci is
the mean time of check-in process and is determined to be 135 seconds following IATA
recommendations, the S value (a non-dimensional number which will be used in a
posterior Figure) can be obtained.

ܰܿ ݂ ݎܾ݁݉ݑℎ݁ܿ݇ − ݅݊ ݀݁ݏ݇ݏ:

(ܵ × ܲܶܿ݅)
120

Equation 5

As mentioned before, no service level should be considered, but since sources used in
this method require an operating service level in terms of queue, a maximum queue
time (MQT) of 20 minutes is going to be assumed. Looking at Figure 10 in the Appendix
II, a value for the peak-30min demand in the check-in component X is estimated.
From Equation 6 used by IATA, it is easy to find the maximum Peak Hour economy class
Passengers (PHP) in this component of the airport.
ܺ = ܲܲܪ௬ ௦௦ × ܨ1 × ܨ2
Equation 6

F1 is the percentage of passengers in the peak 30min, and it is going to be considered
that the airport operates at its maximum capacity all the time (at least it will be
contemplated in its peak hour, and 90% in the adjacent hours). Attending to Table 7 in
the Appendix II, and the type of flights the airport holds, a value from F1 is going to be
taken.
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F2 is the additional demand due to the flights that take-off in the hour before and after
the peak hour. As it has been mentioned before, the average passenger load in the hour
before and after the peak hour is taken as 90%. F2 values can be found in Table 8 of the
Appendix II.
As it has been mentioned before, only economy class passengers are going to be
assumed, so the peak hour passengers estimated will equal the peak hour economy
class passengers obtained at this point.
The final step to estimate the number of passengers assumable for the airport to
process in the peak hour consists on adding the passengers not using the check-in desks
to the ones obtained before. Since the study case of this report is focused on low-cost
companies operating airports, some of the passengers will check-in online, will have no
baggage and will print their boarding pass at home. For all these reasons a 20% of the
customers in these airports are assumed not to pass through the check-in desks, a value
arbitrary chosen by the author as its simply purpose is to take into account this fact,
which on the other hand is a variable value which is expected to follow its growth in the
future (Ryanair’s intention is to offer only check-in online ticketing in a short term
length). A correction of this magnitude in the maximum capacity reached will be applied
in all airports, and so added to the total passengers in the arriving or departing flights.
Passenger waiting area
Inside an airport, there are several places specially designed to be used as waiting areas,
places where people wait either for their turn in some services or just have a rest or wait
for their companion.
In some airports this area is a single room in front of each gate, but new airports
contemplate a big hall where commercial facilities, waiting areas and gates coexist.
The basic waiting area consist on any kind of seat (chairs or benches usually), vending
machines and some space for stand people, and passengers wait there until the airplane
boarding begins, approximately 30 minutes before the flight departure.
The number of passengers waiting for a flight to depart depends primarily on the
number of flights departing in each gate, the capacity of the aircraft, passenger load
factor and the distribution of nearly flights in time through the airport gates.
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It is also important the presentation curve of the airport (Figure 2). For instance,
passengers with international flights arrive before to the airport, aircrafts have more
capacity and need more time to be boarded, and passengers require passing the
passport control before. On the other hand, national flights and passengers doing checkin online do not have to be at the airport so early. It has also to be in mind the time
passengers require to pass through the previous components of the airports, and the
distances between them, if there is a special terminal for departures or a satellite
terminal reached by train, etc.
During the 20 to 30 minutes before flight, when the boarding procedure has begun, up
to 70 or 90 percent of the passengers are in the vicinity of the gate and sometimes,
when several flights depart in nearly gates at closely scheduled time, crowding is
unavoidable. For this reason there is a measure of the service level offered by the
airport in this component, based on the queuing time when boarding.
To maintain a certain good service level there must be space available for people to
move around and wait for departing flights. People seated occupy more space, but are
accommodated at a higher service level. The kind of passengers travelling also affect the
space they need; long holiday travels with family mean having children with special
needs and less patience in waiting periods, whilst business flights lead working people
with their computer, therefore, seated.
It is excluded of this study the possible crowding originated by transporter vehicles
when remote flights are operated. It is considered that the airport has enough
transporter vehicles even when through the same gate two flights are being boarded by
these means, as it has been mentioned to be possible in the gate capacity study.
Moreover, this transport to the parking area is conceived to be an extension of the gate
lounge.
Practical analysis
The study of the waiting area in this project is going to be focused in the waiting area
that passengers have before boarding and after the check-in and security screening
process.
The procedure to calculate the maximum capacity of the waiting area component is
based in the method used for IATA to design waiting areas. The difference among
different sources lies in the estimation of area occupied by a stand up or a sit down
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person, and the values chosen by IATA are considered as acceptable for the study of
low-cost companies operating airports in the UK and Ireland.
Input data:
•

Waiting area surface (m2)

•

Average turnaround time (minutes)

Output data:
•

Maximum capacity of waiting area (departing passengers)

As the aim of this project is to determinate the maximum capacity of each component in
order to reach the most restrictive one for the airport, it is going to be considered the
most saturated case where the load factor in all flights is 100% and where there are
airplanes in all the stands leaving the airport at more or less the same time.
Furthermore, there are the same number of flights arriving in few minutes and then
leaving as fast as possible, so taking into account the average turnaround time in all
gates and looking at the presentation curve (a general presentation curve is going to be
assumed, the one in Figure 2) a percentage of passengers of the next flights is going to
be added to the passengers waiting for the first flights to board.
Attending to the usual procedure of arriving passengers to the waiting area, and
following the indications of [22], it is going to be contemplated an 87% of passengers of
the first flight departing in the waiting area when boarding begins, which is the moment
where maximum capacity is expected to be required.
These two last percentages of passengers will be needed later, when a specific number
of flights will have to be estimated in order to compare the studied components of the
airport.
A “C” service level category of IATA classification is going to be assumed for all airports
to be offered, which means that stand up passengers occupy 1m2 and sit down
passengers take 1,5m2. As mentioned in other sections, it is not the aim of this study to
assume any service level, as the maximum capacity possible is wanted to be determined,
but this component study require a service level offered to consider a certain area
occupied by the passenger. Getting the IATA formula (Equation 7) to design waiting
areas, and clearing the total passengers, a certain number of passengers at the same
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time staying at the waiting area can be estimated. IATA formula assumes an 80% of
passengers sit down in the waiting area, and 20% passengers stand up.

ܲܽ= ݏݎ݁݃݊݁ݏݏ

݉ଶ ܽ݁ݎܽ ݃݊݅ݐ݅ܽݓ
݉ଶ
݉ଶ
0,8 × 1,5  ݔܽ+ 0,2 × 1 ݔܽ
Equation 7

As it has been mentioned before, in order to compare all the components’ capacity, an
operations/hour capacity is going to be estimated. To convert the output data of this
component into the operations/hour desired, the first step is to divide the passengers
obtained by the sum of the 87% of passengers waiting for the first flight and the
percentage of passengers waiting for the second flight obtained from the presentation
curve (20 minutes are going to be assumed from the departure of the first flight from
the parking stand until the second flight arrives to the same parking stand). A maximum
hourly capacity will be obtained, which will be later converted into operations/hour.
Baggage claim
Once passengers get out of the airplane, no matter if they are carrying baggage or not in
their travel, passenger flow directs theirselves to the baggage claim area. They are
typically adjacent to the direct route of deplaning passengers’ circulation, and allow
both the picking up of the traveller’ bags and waiting for other passengers. Often a
physical barrier such as a non-return door is used to separate the claim area from the
rest of the terminal building.
Baggage claim devices may serve two or more flights from one or more airlines. Baggage
belts are allocated to flights and airlines according to lease arrangements and demand
patterns.
This capacity component suffers short period demands, as nearly all passengers of a
single flight gather in that area at the same time. However, in a short period of time this
area is also cleared, as everyone wants to leave the airport as soon as possible. Baggage
handling equipment, which is basically formed by baggage carts, handling operators and
baggage belts, uses the number of pieces of luggage that can be delivered in a given
period of time to measure its capacity.
Generally, the time for handling operators to unload the baggage from the airplane and
bring it to the claim belts is of the magnitude of the time spend by passengers to arrive
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to the baggage claim area. Handling staff practice also affects the delay in baggage
delivery, and hence baggage overloading in the belts.
Other factors which limit the maximum number of flights served in the studied period
time, an hour, could be an increase in the number of bags carried by passengers or the
growth of international travels which require bigger aircrafts with more capacity.
Depending on the belt shape, crowding could be formed. Passengers typically form
layers around the baggage belts, which tend to be deepest around the nearest part of
the belt from the access point to the claim area. A row of passengers, one to two people
deep, has direct access to the claim belt and will be able to see and reach their bag; the
rest of passengers will have to wait for their turn.
Practical analysis
Some hypotheses are going to be exposed before the description of the practical
analysis.
This project pretends to evaluate the maximum capacity of an airport to process
passengers, so extreme cases are being supposed to search for the most constraining
situations. In this component case, a continuous flow of aircrafts is considered to arrive.
The methodology used to study the maximum capacity of the baggage claim equipment
is simply based on calculating the delivery capacity of a single baggage claim belt and
extending it to the number of belts available in each airport.
Input data:
•

Baggage claim belts

Output data:
•

Maximum capacity of baggage claim services (arriving passengers/hour)

To estimate the delivery ratio of bags performed by a single belt, the ratio of bags
provided by the baggage claim device in each carousel will be considered to be 15 bags
per minute according to figures extracted from belt manufacturers such as Siemens or
design parameters extracted from IATA. However, taking into account that baggage
belts have a maximum number of bags capacity, baggage has to travel from the aircraft
to the belts which is a more or less big distance depending on the airport, and
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passengers need a certain amount of time to arrive also to the baggage claim area and
to seek their baggage, a delivery ratio of 10 bags per minute is going to be assumed. The
number of bags delivered per hour can be calculated as Equation 8 shows:
ܾܽ݃ ݎ݁ ݀݁ݎ݁ݒ݈݅݁݀ ݏℎ × ݅ݐܽݎ ݁ܿ݅ݒ݁݀ ݕݎ݁ݒ݈݅݁݀ × ݏݐ݈ܾ݁ ݈݉݅ܽܿ ܾ݁݃ܽ݃݃ܽ = ݎݑ60
Equation 8

Following the hypothesis formulated in Check-in desks section, only 80% of passengers
check-in any kind of baggage. Considering an acceptable number of 1,3 bags from [22]
per passenger who carries bags, a total number of passengers per hour in terms of
component maximum capacity can be estimated through Equation 9.

= ݏ݁݅ݐ݈݂݅݅ܿܽ ݈݉݅ܽܿ ܾ݁݃ܽ݃݃ܽ ݂ )ݔܽ( ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿ ݕ݈ݎݑܪ

ܾܽ݃ ݎ݁ ݀݁ݎ݁ݒ݈݅݁݀ ݏℎݎݑ
0,8 × 1,3

Equation 9

Terminal curb
In arriving flights, the last component that can cause a capacity problem, although
sometimes despised and not taken into account, is the terminal curve. In the same way
terminal curb is the first component for a passenger in his or her departing airport.
Most passengers, their baggage, accompanying visitors and airport workers are dropped
off or picked up at the terminal building curb frontage. Many ways are possible to get to
airports; from own cars, motorbikes, taxis or buses; to train, underground or even
limousines. To the usual traffic of passengers arriving or leaving the airport, rental cars
or commercial delivery trucks traffic has to be added, although the principal source of
terminal curb frontage demand is private automobiles. Once passengers are dropped off
by their transportation, all gather in the sidewalk of the terminal to either enter the
airport or wait for someone.
Terminal curb capacity is evaluated through the space of the terminal curb used, taking
into account that passengers carry their own baggage, some of them wait for taxis and
other have to cross the road to get to the parking area.
The most determinant factor in terminal curb capacity is the time that vehicles remain
stopped for loading or unloading passengers and their baggage, called the dwell time.
Airports may attempt to limit this dwell time by using signing and traffic management to
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separate user groups with different demand characteristics, separate private and public
transport, and sometimes prohibiting automobiles to stop or channel them to parking
areas. Other factors to have in mind are the flight schedule, the presentation curve at
the airport facilities (Figure 2) and the route towards the terminal curb for deplaning
passengers. Included in the flight schedule is the size and load factor of the airplane, and
the purpose of the travel, since passengers arriving from international destinations have
to pass through immigration and customs procedures, and passengers with business
purposes arrive closer to scheduled departure time at the airport.
Practical analysis
In this study the procedure developed by LaMagna et al [16] is going to be applied to
analyze the terminal curb. It is a method which can easily be used with few data
required and good results based in a curve designed by the authors (Figure 9 in the
Appendix II), which accounts for an average number of drop off and pick up operations
of passengers per hour. Afterwards, two corrections are going to be applied in order to
improve the calculations and make them more suitable for nowadays manners to get to
airports, which will be explained later.
Input data:
•

Terminal curb sidewalk length for arrivals and departures (metres)

Output data:
•

Maximum

capacity

of

terminal

curb

for

arrivals

(arriving

passengers/hour)
•

Maximum capacity of terminal curb for departures (departing
passengers/hour)

Once the length of the terminal curb (in feet) is obtained for both arrivals and
departures (if there is no differentiation between them, a half of the total length is going
to be supposed for each operation), Figure 9 in the Appendix II, as mentioned before,
will give an estimation of the peak-hour passenger load required by enplaning and
deplaning operations. Taking into account the number of passengers per hour which
travel through the terminal curb sidewalk and the length of this sidewalk it is possible to
ensure a service level for this component of the airport. For the study of the maximum
capacity in an airport, no service level should be chosen, as the service which offers
more quality would give less capacity and the worst service level would suppose more
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capacity. However, in this study case the method requires a certain service level, and
hence a “C” service level is going to be chosen for all airports, which will keep a stable
flow although individual users would become significantly affected by the presence of
others and manoeuvring within the traffic stream would require substantial vigilance on
the part of the user.
With this easy way to calculate the deplaning and emplaning passengers in the terminal
curb, it has been noticed that travellers using trains or the underground are not taken
into account. These travellers do not use the terminal curb if they are directly conducted
to the terminal building, or do not use as many terminal curb length as other passengers
if they get a bus from the train station to the terminal. For this reason, a brief study of
the percentage of train users to get to the several airports selected has been performed,
getting data from airports’ web pages ([W-1] to [W-22]) and articles ([4] and [23]).
Values found go from 8% to 27% of the total passengers, so an average 18% of
passengers will be considered to use this type of transport to get the airport, and
therefore added to the result obtained before.
One fact that will reduce the amount of terminal curb users is the usage of the airport
parking facilities by private users and employees. Following the studies consulted in the
last paragraph, and taking into account that airports where low-cost companies operate
are usually far away from main cities, an average percentage of train+bus+taxi users is
going to be estimated. This average percentage of passengers will differ depending also
on the kind of flights operated by the airport, since for example long-haul airports imply
long travels and consequently an extra cost for the passenger who leaves the car in the
airport parking facilities, and so three values are going to be used, corresponding to the
three different categories of airports studied attending to their destinations. In terms of
emplaning passengers, the percentage of users of the parking facilities for domestic
flights will be 20%, for Schengen airports will be 15% and for long-haul airports it will
decrease to 10%. When accounting for deplaning passengers, these values will be
increased by a 5% due to the fact that relatives or friend waiting for the arrival of the
traveller also use the airport parking facilities.
Finally, in order to obtain the total number of passengers in the flights operating at the
airport, since the study pretends to compare all components in the same measure units,
the percentage of transfer passengers is going to be added to the last travellers
obtained, not because they use the terminal curb but because the study pretends to
compare all components in the same measure units (passengers deplaning and
passengers arriving to the airport).
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Airports in United Kingdom and Ireland operated by low-cost companies
with more than 2,5 million passengers in 2008
Once the methodology of the analysis has been explained, it is interesting to see a
practical example with an existing network of airports and, of course, with real
constrains and different situations which differ from the “ideal” theoretical study
presented before.
The network of airports chosen to carry out this practical study is formed by 17 airports
in United Kingdom and Ireland. These seventeen airports have the peculiarity that are
operated mainly by two of the most important low-cost companies in Europe: Ryanair
and EasyJet, and also are airports with more than 2,5 Million passengers carried in the
year 2008.
Those three elections have been made for several reasons. First of all the study
pretended to be centred in one country or region, ruled by the same air navigation
procedures or at least with similar airport management procedures (for instance four of
them: Stansted, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen are owned and operated by BAA).
Airports where low-cost companies operate have been chosen due to the fact that are
airports which are expected to grow in the following years, as low-cost companies are a
growing market inside aeronautical world, and it would be interesting to know the
potential of each one of them and their capacity to allocate big increases in its capacity
in a short, medium or long period of time. In order to reduce the number of airports in
the study, airports with more than 2,5 Million passengers have been selected as being
considered the ones with more potential of growing because they have enough facilities
to withstand big changes.
Airports chosen to perform the study together with the total number of passengers
operated in 2008 are listed in Table 1.
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Airport

Total passengers 2008

Gatwick

34.205.887

Dublin

23.500.000

Stansted

22.360.364

Manchester

21.219.195

Luton

10.180.734

Birmingham

9.627.589

Edinburgh

9.006.702

Glasgow

8.135.260

Bristol

6.267.114

East Midlands

5.620.673

Liverpool

5.334.152

Belfast International

5.272.644

Newcastle

5.039.993

Shannon

3.639.048

Aberdeen

3.290.920

Leeds

2.873.321

Belfast city

2.570.742

Table 1: Airports chosen to perform the study of capacity

Figure 3 shows the distribution of these airports in United Kingdom and Ireland’s
surface.
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Figure 3:: Location of the airports studied.
studied. Source: Google earth, own elaboration

Once the airport network has been selected, the study of its maximum capacity can be
performed. As it has been explained before, the components chosen to perform
perfor the
study are the runways, parking position and gates, the terminal curb, check-in
check desks, the
waiting area and the baggage claim.
The output or outputs of each of these components can be either arriving
passengers/operations per hour or departing passengers/operations
passengers/operat s from the airport
per hour. In order to get the maximum capacity of the airport, two individual
constraining components have to be determined, the one which constrains the number
of arriving passengers/operations and the one which constrains the number of departing
passengers/operations. Components which will give as an output arriving passengers or
operations are runways, parking positions, terminal curb and baggage claim.
Components which will estimate the maximum number of departing travellers or
operations
ions are runways, parking positions, terminal curb, check-in
check in desks and waiting
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area. Figure 4 shows schematically the methodology to find the maximum number of
operations
ons per hour in each airport.

Figure 4: Output units of each component and methodology to find the maximum operations per hour.
Source: own elaboration

The conversion from hourly passengers measures to hourly operations units and vice
versa is achieved by determining the average seat capacity of the aircrafts operating in
each airport,, as can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Conversion from passenger per hour to operations per hour.. Source: own elaboration
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Once the two constraining components are found, they only have to be added in order
to achieve the number of passengers or operations the airport can handle with its
current facilities in its maximum capacity operation per hour.
Theoretically, although service levels for those most restrictive components may
severely deteriorate, the system as a whole will still be able to continue processing
passengers. In practice, serious crowding and congestion in one component often affect
demand in connecting components and service levels decline overall.
Results
Individual airport studies have been gathered in Appendix I, and Table 2 shows the final
results in terms of operations per hour. Numbers in red show the components with less
capacity both for arrivals and departures.
Airport
Aberdeen
Belfast City
Belfast International
Birmingham
Bristol
Dublin
East Midlands
Edinburgh
Gatwick
Glasgow
Leeds
Liverpool
Luton
Manchester
Newcastle
Shannon
Stansted

Maximum
operations per hour
20
26
34
44
37
46
32
40
44
43
21
39
22
58
36
20
44

Maximum
passengers per hour
2175
1787
5113
3945
4628
6603
3886
5495
5917
5770
2853
5263
2964
6799
3979
3618
5636

Table 3 shows the maximum capacity of each airport both in terms of operations and
number of passengers in its maximum possible demand hour.
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Operation
Component
Aberdeen
Belfast city
Belfast
International
Birmingham
Bristol
Dublin
East
Midlands
Edinburgh
Gatwick
Glasgow
Leeds
Liverpool
Luton
Manchester
Newcastle
Shannon
Stansted

DEPARTING FLIGHTS
Runways

ARRIVING FLIGHTS

Gates

Maximum
capacity
(operations)

22,00
13,00
28,50

Enplaning
Check-in Waiting
Runways Gates Deplaning Baggage
curb
area
curb
claim
12,50
16,81
10,34
24,98
22,00 12,50
14,94
10,60
15,00
17,71
17,01
14,06
13,00 15,00
14,40
16,77
22,50
22,47
15,37
16,28
28,50 22,50
19,60
19,17

22,50
24,00
27,00
16,00

49,00
22,00
36,00
38,50

65,38
28,27
24,16
28,96

58,50
15,52
56,97
23,98

50,44
19,85
35,04
23,40

22,50
24,00
27,00
16,00

49,00
22,00
36,00
38,50

53,41
23,65
22,07
22,61

64,33
32,28
44,20
28,49

44
37
46
32

26,00
22,00
22,00
14,00
22,50
13,00
29,50
22,00
25,00
22,50

21,00
70,00
44,00
20,00
32,00
36,00
51,00
24,50
10,50
57,00

39,74
66,58
64,70
12,39
25,00
24,50
85,58
16,29
10,90
38,67

19,62
144,34
21,27
11,19
18,99
25,94
122,41
25,03
12,62
27,85

29,46
92,06
24,09
12,31
33,72
9,53
67,85
26,31
19,96
43,43

26,00
22,00
22,00
14,00
22,50
13,00
29,50
22,00
25,00
22,50

21,00
70,00
44,00
20,00
32,00
36,00
51,00
24,50
10,50
57,00

33,33
54,47
45,83
10,22
22,59
19,81
61,03
20,78
11,24
33,65

25,19
68,63
25,79
21,23
21,37
21,40
59,05
26,09
15,94
22,51

40
44
43
21
39
22
58
36
20
44

Table 2: Airport capacity results (measures in operations per hour)
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Airport
Aberdeen
Belfast City
Belfast International
Birmingham
Bristol
Dublin
East Midlands
Edinburgh
Gatwick
Glasgow
Leeds
Liverpool
Luton
Manchester
Newcastle
Shannon
Stansted

Maximum
operations per hour
20
26
34
44
37
46
32
40
44
43
21
39
22
58
36
20
44

Maximum
passengers per hour
2175
1787
5113
3945
4628
6603
3886
5495
5917
5770
2853
5263
2964
6799
3979
3618
5636

Table 3: Maximum capacity of airports in terms of operations and passengers

Now it is possible to perform a classification with airports ordered by maximum capacity
in terms of operations (Table 4) and passengers (Table 5) in order to compare them to
their current volume of passengers and have an idea of the percentage of utilisation of
each airport in front of its ideal 100% usage of facilities in one hour.
The network of seventeen airports from the UK and Ireland studied could hold a total of
606 operations per hour, which in terms of passengers equals to more than 76000
passengers per hour with their restrictive components working at 100% in the same
hour.
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Airports ordered by
passengers in 2008
Gatwick
Dublin
Stansted
Manchester
Luton
Birmingham
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Bristol
East Midlands
Liverpool
Belfast Int.
Newcastle
Shannon
Aberdeen
Leeds
Belfast City

Airports ordered by
maximum capacity
Manchester
Dublin
Birmingham
Gatwick
Stansted
Glasgow
Edinburgh
Liverpool
Bristol
Newcastle
Belfast International
East Midlands
Belfast City
Luton
Leeds
Aberdeen
Shannon

Maximum capacity
(operations/hour)
58
46
44
44
44
43
40
39
37
36
34
32
26
22
21
20
20

Table 4: Airports ordered by number of operations per hour

Airports ordered by
passengers in 2008
Gatwick
Dublin
Stansted
Manchester
Luton
Birmingham
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Bristol
East Midlands
Liverpool
Belfast Int.
Newcastle
Shannon
Aberdeen
Leeds
Belfast City

Airports ordered by
maximum capacity

Maximum passengers
per hour

Manchester
Dublin
Gatwick
Glasgow
Stansted
Edinburgh
Liverpool
Belfast International
Bristol
Newcastle
Birmingham
East Midlands
Shannon
Luton
Leeds
Aberdeen

6799
6603
5917
5770
5636
5495
5263
5113
4628
3979
3945
3886
3618
2964
2853
2175

Belfast City

1787

Table 5: Airports ordered by number of passengers per hour
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It is possible to notice that the order of the airports is different depending on the criteria
of the units chosen to perform the classification due to the fact that to convert
operations into passengers the average seat capacity of the aircrafts operating in each
airport is used.
Individual component results
Results obtained in Table 2 let us analyse some interesting facts about the practical
study of the capacity of airports in United Kingdom and Ireland operated by low-cost
companies and over 2,5 million passengers in 2008.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the distribution of the most constraining component
amongst the 5 components affecting departure flights and the 4 components involved in
arriving flights.
In Figure 6, the component which mostly acts as the restricting component in the
seventeen airports studied is the check-in desk. This fact means that with an
optimization of the facilities or their better distribution inside the terminal building,
these airports would increase their total passengers capacity in a considerably short
period of time (always depending on the magnitude of the changes) and with not a huge
economic effort. On the other hand, the second most constraining component is the
runway, a component which is more critical to modify or that implies a great payment of
money and time if desired to build a new one, and in some airports it is even impossible
to carry out due to the lack of surface in the surrounding area of the airport. As it can be
seen through the percentages, the other three components are well designed in terms
of capacity since they do not usually constrain the capacity of any airport.
In arriving flights, shown in Figure 7, the most limiting component in the studied airports
is the runway. As mentioned before, the solution to improve the capacity in these
airports is more expensive and takes longer times than if the restriction was in other
components, unless some kind of optimization in the use of the runways or modification
in the time frame between consecutive operations is applied by ATC. Another possible
solution could be the use of aircrafts with more capacity, which will increase times in
landside components but not in runway performance. This improvement would require
further study and is left for next steps in this topic.
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DEPARTING FLIGHTS
Waiting area
5,9%
Runways
35,3%
Check-in
Check
41,2%
Enplaning curb
11,8%
Gates
5,9%

Figure 6:: Percentage of most constraining components in departing flights

ARRIVING FLIGHTS
Baggage claim
17,6%
Runways
47,1%

Deplaning curb
17,6%
Gates
17,6%

Figure 7:: Percentage of most constraining components in arriving flights

This last analysis of the restrainingg component, however, could be a bit deceitful. The
reason is that there is always a capacity constraining
constraining component in an airport, but it
does not mean that this component is wrongly designed,
designed because other components
component
could have a capacity
pacity very similar to that one and it would mean that the airport is very
well designed and that there are not over-dimensioned
dimensioned components. For these reasons
Table 6 and Figure 8 have
ha been performed. In them the potential growth of each airport
capacity if the current constraining problem was solved is shown.. It means that airports
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with high percentages of growth such as Gatwick or Birmingham have a bad
dimensioned, designed or operated constraining component; on the other hand,
airports with low possible growth such as Belfast International or Shannon are well
dimensioned and well operated in terms of capacity since at least two of the
components (the most restrictive ones) have a similar capacity.
Airport

Maximum capacity
(operations/hour)

Gatwick
Birmingham
Manchester
Luton
East Midlands
Leeds
Newcastle
Aberdeen
Dublin
Edinburgh
Bristol
Liverpool
Stansted
Glasgow
Belfast city
Shannon
Belfast
International

44
44
58
22
32
21
36
20
46
40
37
39
44
43
26
20
34

Maximum capacity after
Growth (%)
optimization (ops/h)
120
173
98
123
102
76
32
45
45
41
26
24
44
22
24
20
54
17
46
15
42
14
44
13
49
11
47
9
28
8
21
5
35
3

Table 6: Potential growth of airports after constraining component optimization
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Stansted

Shannon

Newcastle

Manchester

Luton

Liverpool

Leeds

Glasgow

Gatwick

Edinburgh

East Midlands

Dublin

Bristol

Birmingham

Belfast Int.

Belfast City

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Aberdeen

% growth

Potential growth of airports

Airport

Figure 8:: Potential growth of airports after constraining component optimization

Another parameter which could be interesting to consider, specially for the airports’
owners, managers or operators, could be how over-dimensioned
over dimensioned is the component
which can allocate more passengers per hour, in order to avoid this bad composition or
distribution of the airport facilities in further airports
airports or even to use this over-capacity
ove
in
this specific component to expand other components if it is possible in terms of
proximity, space and other parameters.
Table 7 gathers again the results of the study of the seventeen airports of United
Kingdom and Ireland,, but now the values of the components which could allocate more
operations are highlighted in blue,
blue, both for the arriving flights components and the
departing flights components.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show in which measure each of the components acts as the overover
dimensioned facility in the seventeen airports studied. For departing flights, the
enplaning curb is usually the most over-sized
over
component,, a fact that could be expected
since accesses to the airport
airpor are a very critical component and in addition it is usually
one of the cheapest components to build up. Furthermore, they are the first step in a
departing flight, and both the construction of them at the beginning and also further
modifications once the airport is operating are long-time
long time lasting and expensive works. In
arriving flights,
ts, the baggage claim component is usually the most over-dimensioned
over
facility, and it is also the first component passengers face after deplaning from the
aircraft.
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Operation
Component
Aberdeen
Belfast city
Belfast
International
Birmingham
Bristol
Dublin
East
Midlands
Edinburgh
Gatwick
Glasgow
Leeds
Liverpool
Luton
Manchester
Newcastle
Shannon
Stansted

DEPARTING FLIGHTS
Runways

Gates

Enplaning curb

ARRIVING FLIGHTS

Check-in

Waiting area

Runways

Gates

Deplaning curb

Baggage claim

22,00
13,00

12,50
15,00

16,81
17,71

10,34
17,01

24,98
14,06

22,00
13,00

12,50
15,00

14,94
14,40

10,60
16,77

28,50
22,50
24,00
27,00

22,50
49,00
22,00
36,00

22,47
65,38
28,27
24,16

15,37
58,50
15,52
56,97

16,28
50,44
19,85
35,04

28,50
22,50
24,00
27,00

22,50
49,00
22,00
36,00

19,60
53,41
23,65
22,07

19,17
64,33
32,28
44,20

16,00
26,00
22,00
22,00
14,00
22,50
13,00
29,50
22,00
25,00
22,50

38,50
21,00
70,00
44,00
20,00
32,00
36,00
51,00
24,50
10,50
57,00

28,96
39,74
66,58
64,70
12,39
24,98
24,50
85,58
16,29
10,90
38,67

23,98
19,62
144,34
21,27
11,19
18,99
25,94
122,41
25,03
12,62
27,85

23,40
29,46
92,06
24,09
12,31
33,72
9,53
67,85
26,31
19,96
43,43

16,00
26,00
22,00
22,00
14,00
22,50
13,00
29,50
22,00
25,00
22,50

38,50
21,00
70,00
44,00
20,00
32,00
36,00
51,00
24,50
10,50
57,00

22,61
33,33
54,47
45,83
10,22
22,59
19,81
61,03
20,78
11,24
33,65

28,49
25,19
68,63
25,79
21,23
21,37
21,40
59,05
26,09
15,94
22,51

Table 7: Airport capacity results for over-dimensioning (measures in operations per hour)
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DEPARTING FLIGHTS
Runways
11,8%

Waiting area
17,6%
Gates
23,5%

Check-in
17,6%
Enplaning curb
29,4%

Figure 9: Percentage of over-dimensioned components in departing flights

ARRIVING FLIGHTS
Runways
17,6%
Baggage claim
35,3%
Deplaning curb
17,6%

Gates
29,4%

Figure 10:: Percentage of over-dimensioned components in arriving flights

Once again, as it occurred
occur
with the most restrictive component, it has to be mentioned
that being the over--dimensioned component in an airport doess not mean this
component is bad
d designed or wrongly operated. Firstly, itt has to be compared with the
other components, or at least with the second which could allocate more passengers.
In this sense, Table 8,
8 Table 9 and Figure 10 show the difference, in percentage,
between the two components which could serve more passengers in an hour in the
seventeen airports studied. The comparison is differentiated for arriving and departing
flights, and
nd the graphic shows both values added.
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Airports which can be considered correctly designed and hence not over-dimensioned
could be Belfast City or Newcastle, with only a growth in capacity of 7% and 12%
between their two most capacity achievable components. On the other hand, airports
like Luton or Stansted have one of their components over-dimensioned in comparison
with the rest of the components of the airport, because the growth of capacity from the
most developed facility to the second one is of 115% and 106% respectively. It is
interesting to highlight that sometimes only the arriving flight component or the
departing flight component have an over-dimensioned facility, as can be seen in Belfast
City or Manchester.
Departing flights
Airport

Gatwick
Dublin
Glasgow
Luton
Manchester
Leeds
East Midlands
Edinburgh
Stansted
Shannon
Belfast Int.
Bristol
Birmingham
Aberdeen
Newcastle
Liverpool
Belfast city

Over-dimensioned
Second component with
Growth (%)
component capacity
more capacity (ops/h)
(operations/hour)
144
92
57
56
36
56
64
44
45
36
25
44
122
85
44
20
14
43
38
28
36
39
29
34
57
43
33
25
19
32
28
22
27
28
24
17
65
58
12
24
22
9
26
25
4
33
32
3
17
17
0

Table 8: Quality study of the over-dimensioned components in departing flights
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Arriving flights
Airport

Over-dimensioned
component capacity
(operations/hour)

Stansted
Luton
Shannon
Aberdeen
Liverpool
East Midlands
Bristol
Belfast Int.
Edinburgh
Dublin
Birmingham
Newcastle
Belfast city
Leeds
Gatwick
Glasgow
Manchester

Second component with
more capacity (ops/h)
57
36
25
22
32
38
32
28
33
44
64
26
16
21
70
45
61

33
21
15
14
22
28
24
22
26
36
53
24
15
20
68
44
61

Table 9: Quality study of the over-dimensioned components in arriving flights
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Growth
(%)
73
71
67
57
45
36
33
27
27
22
21
8
7
5
3
2
0
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120
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100
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60
50
40
30
20
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Arriving flights

Stansted

Shannon

Newcastle

Manchester

Luton

Liverpool

Leeds

Glasgow

Gatwick

Edinburgh

East Midlands

Dublin

Bristol

Birmingham

Belfast International

Belfast city

Departing
flights

Aberdeen

Growth (%)

Magnitude of the over-dimensioned
over dimensioned component

Figure 11: Quality study of the over-dimensioned components
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Network capacity representation
The next step inside the present project concerns the visualization of the figures
obtained in the capacity analysis study in a more realistic scenario, somewhere where
the reader can get at a glance an approximate vision of the services which each of the
seventeen airports involved in the study could provide in a close future to the users of
these facilities, some kind of representation of the maximum density of passengers in
each area of United Kingdom and Ireland.
The best way to shape this idea is to perform a scale representation of the areas covered
by the airports. It means the area which each airport can feed with the number of seats
it offers in its maximum capacity utilization, and so the potential passengers it could
tolerate from the nearest populations in its surrounding area. This region will be
determined by eight points dividing the 360° in eight parts and so having eight points as
equally divided as possible.
Hourly capacity representation
The data provided in the Study Case section gives us the maximum hourly capacity of
each airport. Certainly, services offered by an airport depend on the distance a
passenger lives or works from the airport. Sometimes depending on the distance to the
nearest airport it is better to consider the use of another mean of transport depending
on the purpose, duration and location of the destination. For this reason two different
maximum hourly capacities are used for each airport. In an area included from the
airport and the distance covered by a car in one hour in a direction as straight as
possible from this airport, the capacity will correspond to the values achieved in the first
part of the project (Table 5). With the eight different directions chosen as commented
before, the maximum capacity area will be set. The second region will be composed by
the distance covered for the same car from the first hour to a second hour time length in
the same “as straight as possible” way from the airport. The area involved in this second
step will have only a certain percentage of the first maximum hourly capacity
determined, for the reasons explained at the beginning of this paragraph. With no
evidences on the exact percentage of decrease which has to be applied, the author has
considered that a 70% of the maximum passengers could be applied to this second area
ring.
To clarify this explanation, the sixteen points which form the two areas are shown in the
example airport on Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Points covering the 1 hour and 2 hour dostances from East Midlands airport

The tool used to find out the distance covered by a car in one or two hours trip is Google
Maps, having as departing point the studied airport and then trying different cities in the
directions chosen, with a time gap of ±7 minutes for the first ring of points and ±12
minutes for the second ring of points. The final representation of points is performed in
Google Earth tool.
Tables 9 and 10 in Appendix II show the sixteen different cities where the points are
located for each airport. In a same way, Tables 11-14 also in Appendix II show the
coordinates of these cities or towns which are used as an input for Google Earth.
An example of the two areas found for each of the airports can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: 1 and 2 hours coverage in Leeds airport

Once the two areas for each of the airports in study are defined, the problem lies in that
there are some areas which span. Adding the values of the maximum hourly passengers
served in the superimposed areas, the whole range of values is determined. For the
creation of this map the author has used a specific denomination for these regions
which superput, corresponding to each zone an exact number of hourly passengers.
However, this excel file created is not attached to the project due to its high complexity
and difficulty to explain in comparison to the advantages of having the exact number of
passengers per area, since the author considers that the range of passengers which
represents each colour of the legend shown in
Figure 14 is enough to show the different capacity of the areas. In any case, the excel file
is available just asking the author for it.
With the mentioned legend, which divides the values of the maximum hourly capacity
passengers, which go from 1250 to 20300 passengers approximately, in nine different
bands, it is possible to create a map of United Kingdom and Ireland with the areas
showing the maximum amount of passengers which each of them could serve per hour,
distinguished by nine different colours. This representation is shown in Figure 14.Four
additional airports: Heathrow, London City, Cardiff and Southampton have been added
to complete the top twenty airports in UK and Ireland for 2008 in terms of annual
passengers.
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Figure 14: Map of United Kingdom and Ireland with the maximum passengers per hour offered by the airports in study
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In the following lines more detailed maps can be seen in order to permit a better
clarification and explanation for the project.
In the region of Ireland there are four out of the seventeen airports in the study: Belfast
City, Belfast International, Dublin and Shannon. Shannon is the airport which can offer
less seats to the customers, as only 3600 passengers could be served per our in its
surrounding area. On the other hand, the nearest area to the two airports of the city of
Belfast can offer up to 6900 seats per hour in spite of having the airport with less
capacity in the whole study, Belfast City airport. This amount is similar to the one in the
surrounding area of Dublin, which is of 6600 passengers. Finally, the superposition of the
three airports gives two regions in dark green situated between them with an
approximate capacity of 11500 passengers in both cases.

Figure 15: Hourly capacity representation in Ireland

In Figure 16 can be seen the region of Scotland. In the North of Scotland there is the
second smallest airport, the airport in Aberdeen, with a capacity of 2150 passengers in
its nearest area. In the centre of the Figure there are the airports of Edinburgh and
Glasgow, which together give a total amount of 11250 passengers per hour. However,
the area with more capacity in Scotland is situated in the superimposed area of
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Edinburgh, Newcastle and even Glasgow secondary area, with an offer of 12300 seats
per hour in their maximum capacity of service.

Figure 16: Hourly capacity representation in Scotland and North England

Figure 17 shows the hourly capacity in the region of central England and Wales. In this
Figure there is the area with more capacity in the network of airports studied, with
20300 passengers served per hour in the south of the black area in the neighbourhood
of Manchester airport. In this area there is the superposition of Manchester,
Birmingham and East Midlands primary area, and Leeds and Liverpool secondary area. In
the surrounding area of Leeds more than 16800 passengers per hour can fly, and next to
Liverpool airport the hourly capacity reaches 19550 travellers.
On the other hand, there is a region in the East of Leeds airports with less than 2000
offered seats per hour, and even in the West of Wales a region with no coverage by
these airports mostly operated by Ryanair and EasyJet.
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Figure 17: Hourly capacity representation in central England and Wales

Finally there is the zoom of the region in South England in Figure 18. Although being the
region which contains the three surrounding airports of London city in this network
chosen, it has not got the highest capacity, as stated before. It is true, nevertheless, that
in the black area in the centre of the Figure, with the coverage of Luton, Stansted,
Gatwick, Birmingham, East Midlands and Bristol, the capacity is very high with more
than 20000 possible passengers per hour.
The average hourly capacity in this region is the highest in the four figures shown, since
areas like the North of London and South-East of Birmingham exceed a density of 19000
passengers per hour.
In this Figure the South-West of Bristol and the North-East of London, although far away,
have the areas with less served passengers per hour, 3200 and 3900 travellers
respectively.
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Figure 18: Hourly capacity representation in South England

Annual capacity representation
This representation of the maximum hourly capacity of the airports shows us the
maximum potential of the facilities of an airport, when the exigency in its infrastructures
reaches the maximum level of the year. This fact, however, is only achieved once or very
few times a year, and hence another measurement of the capacity of airports should be
used for a better understanding or at least to have a more realistic view of the benefits
in Ryanair and EasyJet's operating airports in United Kingdom and Ireland.
For this reason the annual capacity of airports has been decided to be used apart from
the hourly capacity. Due to the fact that the intention of the project is to give a
prediction of the future benefits of the airports in study and that the only input data in
the study performed is the maximum hourly capacity, an estimation of the annual future
capacity is going to be performed. It will consist on a double comparison of the current
maximum hourly capacity and the current annual passenger capacity of the seventeen
airports with the same two measures in the future, and hence extract the future annual
capacity of each airport.
The current annual capacity of the airports can be seen in Table 1 in the Study Case of
this report.
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The current maximum hourly capacity of the airports will require the use of the OAG
database. From this database it is possible to extract the daily scheduled flights in a
determinate period of time for a departure or arrival airport. In this case the data which
is going to be needed will be the carrier of the scheduled flight, the departure airport,
the arrival airport, the local departure time, number of seats and period and days of the
week when the scheduled flight is going to be offered. Data required to find the current
maximum hourly capacity is shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Data required from OAG to perform the current maximum hourly capacity

Afterwards, for each day of the week the maximum hourly capacity of both arriving and
departing passengers in the winter season, period November 2008-March 2009, and in
the summer season, period April 2009-October 2009, is obtained.
The way to analyze all the flights proceeds as follows. Once the repetitive flights are
removed from the list of the OAG (flights with the same or very similar departure time,
same carrier and arrival airport for a determined season), they are assigned to periods
of time of 15 minutes from 6AM to 23PM, as they are the usual operating hours in all
airports, obtaining the total passengers arriving or departing from an airport in 15minutes time periods. The addition of 4 of the mentioned time frames will give the
hourly capacity desired, so performing it for all the possible four groups of 15 minutes in
the day (6:00-7:00, 6:15-7:15, 6:30-7:30…), a reliable maximum capacity is obtained for
all days in the two seasons studied. Afterwards, the addition of departing and arriving
passengers is performed for each time frame, and hence the highest value will be the
peak hour in the season 2008-2009.
A final hypothesis is added to the results obtained. The 100% of the capacity of the
airplane is not going to be considered, as it is not a realistic value. Instead, the load
factor value for the year 2009 in both Ryanair and EasyJet web pages ([W-20] and [W10]) has been found (81,8% and 85,5%), and the average value of them plus a 5% of
increment as being the maximum capacity the target of the study has been used to
resize the value of the peak hour (88,7%). An example of the maximum capacity
obtained for a single airport (Belfast City) can be seen in Table 11.
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Summer

Winter

Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Passengers in peak
hour
1409
1389
1441
1389
1451
1199
1214
958
715
958
715
975
828
715

Passengers in peak
hour (88,7% LF)
1249
1232
1278
1232
1287
1063
1076
849
634
849
634
865
734
634

1451

1287

Peak hour

Table 11: Current peak hour capacity in Belfast City airport

After the analysis of all the airports, Table 12 gathers the maximum departure capacity
found in each of the airports in study.
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Airport
Gatwick
Stansted
Manchester
Birmingham
Dublin
Bristol
Leeds
Liverpool
Glasgow
Luton
Edinburgh
East Midlands
Belfast Int.
Newcastle
Shannon
Aberdeen
Belfast City

Scheduled maximum
hourly passengers
7406
6991
6296
6137
6084
4096
3975
3659
3074
2892
2736
2257
2148
2004
1695
1376
1287

Table 12: Maximum hourly passengers in season 2008-2009

With the last data obtained, it is possible to estimate the annual future capacity of the
studied airports. It has to be taken into account that this annual capacity is not the
maximum capacity that the airport could reach, as it ideally would be with the
constraining component of the airport operating the whole hours of the year in its
maximum capacity. Instead of that, this project intended to reach an annual capacity
which respected the current distribution of flights during the year, its peak and off-peak
hours, it means the slots shared out amongst the airlines. For this reason the only fact
that differentiates the current and the future capacity of an airport is a constant growth
in all the hours of the year to achieve the 100% of capacity in the restricting component
only in the annually peak hour.
In this sense, comparing Table 12 and Table 5, it is possible to notice that in four of the
airports: Birmingham, Gatwick, Leeds and Stansted, the predicted maximum hourly
passengers when the restricted component is working in its maximum capacity is lower
than the peak hour capacity found in the scheduled timetable of 2008-2009 OAG. It is
possible due to the fact that sometimes a component can be chosen to serve more than
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the capacity it has previewing that when the real situation comes the scheduled flights
do not follow exactly the planned timetables or simply assuming that in these periods of
time the airport will suffer some delay in its flights and hence the satisfaction and
reputation of it could and would decrease. Having this fact into account, exceptionally in
those four airports the maximum hourly capacity is going to be considered the peak
hour in 2008-2009 data.
With the three different input data gathered for each airport it is easy to extract the
future annual capacity in terms of passengers, just applying Equation 10. Table 13 shows
the final results.

ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿ ݈ܽݑ݊݊ܽ ݁ݎݑݐݑܨ:

ܽ݊݊ ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿ ݈ܽݑ2008 ∗ ݂ ݇ܽ݁ ݁ݎݑݐݑℎݎݑ
 ݇ܽ݁ℎ ݎݑ2008
Equation 10

Airport
Gatwick
Dublin
Manchester
Stansted
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Belfast Int.
Luton
Newcastle
East Midlands
Birmingham
Shannon
Liverpool
Bristol
Aberdeen
Belfast City
Leeds

Future annual capacity
(Passengers)
34.205.887
25.503.213
22.913.289
22.360.364
18.087.123
15.269.585
12.553.461
10.432.947
10.007.496
9.679.158
9.627.589
7.766.048
7.671.827
7.081.846
5.201.361
3.570.665
2.873.321

Table 13: Future annual capacity of the seventeen airports in the capacity study
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Analyzing these results it is possible to compare again the current capacity of the
seventeen airports with the possible future capacity they could reach increasing its
capacity in a way that in the peak hour the restricted component worked in a 100% of its
capacity. Table 14 shows airports with the growth they would reach compared with the
current annual capacity in terms of passengers.
Airport
Belfast Int.
Shannon
Edinburgh
Newcastle
Glasgow
East Midlands
Aberdeen
Liverpool
Belfast City
Bristol
Dublin
Manchester
Luton
Birmingham
Gatwick
Leeds
Stansted

Future annual
capacity (Pax)
12.553.461
7.766.048
18.087.123
10.007.496
15.269.585
9.679.158
5.201.361
7.671.827
3.570.665
7.081.846
25.503.213
22.913.289
10.432.947
9.627.589
34.205.887
2.873.321
22.360.364

Annual capacity 2008
(Pax)
5.272.644
3.639.048
9.006.702
5.039.993
8.135.260
5.620.673
3.290.920
5.334.152
2.570.742
6.267.114
23.500.000
21.219.195
10.180.734
9.627.589
34.205.887
2.873.321
22.360.364

Growth percentage
(%)
138
113
101
99
88
72
58
44
39
13
9
8
2
0
0
0
0

Table 14: Percentage of possible annual growth

From Table 14 it can be seen that the airport with more annual capacity to grow is
Belfast International airport, that following the increase of its restricted component
could multiply by more than two its annual capacity. On the other hand, apart from the
four airports mentioned before, Luton airport would be the airport with less capacity for
expansion when the hypotheses in this section are applied.
With the annual capacities found in Table 13 it is possible to perform again a
representation of this density of passengers on the map of United Kingdom and Ireland.
The hypotheses followed to perform this second representation are the same as the
ones used for the hourly capacity, so the same areas are used (both for each airport),
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and the same 30% of reduction from the area closer to the airport to the area which
covers one to two hours car distance will be applied.
The final representation of the annual capacity of the seventeen airports in the study of
airports operated by low-cost companies in United Kingdom and Ireland, all over 2,5
million passengers in the year 2008, can be seen in Figure 19. Similar to the
representation of the peak hour passengers London Heathrow, London City, Cardiff and
Southampton airports have been added just to get a general idea of the whole network
of airports in United Kingdom and Ireland.
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Figure 19: Map of United Kingdom and Ireland with the annual future passengers offered by the airports in study
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As it can be seen, the distribution of passengers in this case is slightly different from the
one showing the peak hour passengers. In Figure 20, which zooms the region of Ireland,
there is a white region surrounding Shannon airport with a range of annual passengers
going from 5,4 to 7,7 Million passengers. In the East and North East of the island it can
be found the highest density of capacity in this region, with zones offering more than 15
Mpax far away from Belfast airports and more than 23 Mpax in the second ring area of
Dublin (both in yellow), up to the 36,8 Mpax served in the overlapped region between
both cities.

Figure 20: Annual capacity representation in Ireland
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Having a look at Figure 21, which illustrates Scotland and North England, it seems to be a
region with not very good facilities under the hypoteses this study has been carried on,
as the zone with more annual passengers is situated in the outskirts of Edinburgh
airport, with around 35,7 Mpax, and has a very low coverage, and the second maximum
capacity region is found between Glasgow and Edinburgh, accounting for 33 Mpax. The
lowest annual passenger capacity is offered by Aberdeen airport, with 5,2 Mpax in its
first ring zone, and only 3,6 Mpax in the region covering one to two hours by car from
the airport.

Figure 21: Annual capacity representation in Scotland and North England
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In the region concerning Central England and Wales, displayed in Figure 22, it can not be
seen the highest capacity of the whole network of airports as it happened with the
hourly representation. It is true, however, that the zone covering Liverpool, Manchester
and East Midlands airport offers a huge amount of seats per year, reaching values of 46
or 49 Mpax in the surrounding area of Manchester.
In Wales the annual capacity only reaches values of 21,4 Mpax, and in the north the
nearest dark green area surrounding Leeds airport serves more than 38 Mpax, although
paradogically the second ring of Leeds airport is the region with less offered capacity in
this study, with only 2 Mpax. Finally, on the East coast values fluctuate from 8 to 10
Mpax.

Figure 22: Annual capacity representation in Central England
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In the last zoom picture of the representation of the annual passengers covered by each
of the seventeen airports in the study of United Kingdom and Ireland, in Figure 23, it can
be observed the South of England. As it can be noticed by the big black region in the
neighbourhood of Luton airport, this picture shows the maximum annual coverage in
terms of passengers of all United Kingdom and Ireland. The zone itself is situated just in
the centre of the triangle formed by Luton, Stansted and Gatwick airports, obviously in
the city of London, and its value is of 80,5 Mpax per year.
The brown zone situated in Stansted airport reaches more than 56 Mpax, the territory
besides Gatwick has a capacity of 57,3 Mpax per year. The East coast is covered by a
purple region of 46,9 Mpax and finally the region with less served passengers is next to
Bristol, with 5 Mpax.

Figure 23: Annual capacity representation in South England
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CONCLUSIONS
These conclusions aim to highlight the most important results of the study performed.
The author considers that they can give the operators and managers of the airports in
the network chosen an overview of the growth possibilities of their facilities and give an
idea of the improvement they could work on in order to use as much as possible the
resources of the airport.
This report will also help the companies involved in it since they could know which
airport would withstand a greater operation or where they could allocate new routes.
Moreover, the present study could be used as a guideline to predesign new airports and
prevent them against oversized components.

Constraining component study
As it can be seen in Figure 6, in departing flights the most restrictive components are the
check-in desks with a 41,2% of airports constrained by this component. In arriving flights
the constraining component are mainly the runways, affecting a 47,1% of the airports
(see Figure 7 for further information). In case of check-in component, capacity is easy to
increase since the addition of new desks requires little investment in terms of money
and time; on the other hand, runway capacity increase could be a long-lasting issue and
sometimes even impossible to expand in certain airports.

Sizing of the structures
Concerning the sizing of the facilities or components chosen in the study, there are two
main conclusions to extract:
Regarding the study of the potential growth of the airport capacity once the most
restrictive component is redesigned or improved, which is shown in Figure 8 and Table
6, the conclusion is that Gatwick and Birmingham are the airports with one component
designed with a very low capacity in comparison with all the other components in study
as they could grow up to a 173% and 123% respectively once this component is removed
out. However, it is also true that this restrictive component is the runway, and its
improvement might be difficult to carry on. On the other hand, Shannon and Belfast
International airports have very well-balanced infrastructures in terms of capacity as
they would not grow so much with the solution of the restricting component.
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The second conclusion, which attends to the study on the oversized component
performed in Tables 8 and 9 and Figure 11, is that the airport with the component which
enables more capacity in front of its other components (it means the most oversized
component) is Gatwick airport in terms of departing flights, with a 57% of difference
between the two components with more capacity, and Stansted airport regarding
arriving flights, with a 73% of growth between its two main components. These results
show a bad use of the facilities since it is supposed that this component will never work
at 100% and hence there is a waste of resources. In contrast, Belfast City in departures
and Manchester in arrivals are considered to be the best designed ones in that sense, as
the growth of capacity between their two components that offer more capacity is 0%.

Network capacity representations
From Figure 14, which determines the hourly capacity on the surface of United Kingdom
and Ireland, it is possible to extract that the region with less capacity is situated in the
second ring zone of Belfact City airport, with only 1250 peak hour passengers. The
region with more seats available in its peak hour is located in the intersection of
Manchester, Birmingham, East Midlands, Leeds and Liverpool airports, with up to 20300
passengers served. The overview of the whole network of airports let the reader see
that the region of Ireland is the region which has the lower average passenger capacity,
and the region of centre and South England the one with more capacity, mainly the area
belonging to Manchester and London cities.
The essence of Figure 13, which shows the annual capacity of the airports if they
increased their capacity in a way that in their peak hour their constraining component
worked at a 100%, is that Gatwick and Dublin will still lead the annual passengers from
the seventeen airports in the study, with 34,2 and 25,5 Million passengers, and that
Leeds will occupy the last position with only reaching 2,8 Mpax per year.
Analyzing the growth which could experiment the airports compared to their annual
capacity in 2008, illustrated in Table 14, Shannon and Belfast International airport are
the ones which could increase the most their services, with a 138% and 113% of
difference respectively.
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Finally, the observation of Figure 19 let us notice that the region involving Luton,
Stansted, Gatwick, East Midlands and Birmingham airports achieve an annual capacity of
more than 80 Million passengers, which is for example the current annual capacity of
O’Hare International airport, the second largest airport in the world in terms of
passenger capacity, or 7 Million travellers higher than Heathrow airport’s current
capacity per year. On the other hand, the secondary region in Leeds airport only offers 2
Million seats per year in the hypotheses of this study.
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Next steps in the project
In the next lines some ideas to improve the calculations or the precision and quality of
the results in this project are presented to be studied in future projects.

Network of airports
Regarding the current network of airports, the number of airports could be extended to
cover all the airports in United Kingdom and Ireland for example. The study could also
be performed to other network of airports all around the world, but reviewing the
validity of the formulated hypotheses in that case.

Component study
The easiest measure to improve the calculations in the individual components study
would be resizing some figures such as the turnaround time of airplanes, the check-in
processing time or the space occupied by a sit down or a stand up passenger in order to
get more precise results.
Concerning the airside components, taxiway component study could be added in order
to have more possible constraining components in the study. In addition, a security
screening capacity calculation in the landside segment would also add more accuracy to
the project.
When measuring the runway capacity, as it has been mentioned, the methodology used
for United States airports is carried on. It might be better to consider a methodology
based on taxiway covered times and time frames between operations in each airport
and under each airport’s conditions and facilities (navigation systems for instance) to get
to know a more precise number of operations in their runways.
The same improvement could be applied to baggage claim component just taking into
account an average time which takes luggage to arrive to the belts in each airport, or the
time that takes a belt to be totally or partially empty after the arrival of a flight. Also the
number of bags per passenger could be checked and changed in each airport.
In terms of analysis of components, a graphic of the capacity which offers all the
components in each of the airports could be performed in order to go through actions
which equal these capacities and hence to take advantage of all components at the
same time to increase the total capacity of the airport.
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Regarding the improvement of the current constraining component, a separate study
evaluating the needs in terms of resources, money and time and the increase of the
airport capacity thanks to these investments could be performed in order to look for
suitable measures to productively extend the airport flights’ offer.

Capacity representation
The first step in the representation of the results in the capacity study could be
adding more “rings” to the current division of the zone covered by an airport;
instead of two zones it could be divided in three or four, and a different
percentage of the total capacity of the airport would be applied to each ring. In
that sense a brief study of the amount of passengers in the proximity of each
airport who would be persuaded to get another mean of transport depending on
the distance they have to cover to get to the airport could be performed and
hence have a more realistic value of this decrease in offered capacity.
The amount of points to delimitate the regions could be an easy way to improve
the shape of the coverage of every single airport.
Regarding the calculations to find the current peak hour, instead of using the
scheduled flights it would be better to account for the flights once they have
been operated, and therefore take into account delays and rescheduled flights.
A second step for this current peak hour calculation could be the improvement of the
accuracy in the allocation of flights; as an alternative to 15 minutes time periods, 5 or 10
minutes periods could be used to distribute the departure and arrival hours.
A final measure which could help in the correction of the results obtained in this project
could be the addition of an annual growth to the current annual capacity of the airports,
apart from the growth calculated with the 100% of usage of the restricting component.
The only problem with this improvement would be to guess when in the future would
the figures obtained be reached, but two predictions for 5 and 10 years time might be
estimated.
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